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ABSTRACT

Using a magnetic spectrometer with multiwire proportional chambers for

track definition, approximately 96*106   K   + 7rfe2v events were observed.      From
V

these Ke3 decays the asymmetry in the decay rates for the two charge configura-

tions was measured.  This asymmetry was observed with three different mass con-

figurations in the detector and an extrapolation to zero mass was performed.

The result of this measurement is

r (K  + e+Tr-v)   -   r (K£ + e-Tr+9)
6=

r (I<%+ e+Tr-v) + r (Kf + e-Tr+9)

= (2.66 + .34)*10-3

:         In terms of the parameters e usually used to parameterize CP violation

in the neutral K system this result leads to a measure of

ReE = (1.33 f .17)*10-3

in the limit that AS  = -AQ amplitudes are zero.  The most recent results

for   In.» 1,    Inool, and their phases,   0+-  and 000, lead to a predicted Ree of,

Ree = (1.45 f .09)*10-3.

1.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND THEORY

The first observation  of   the CP violating decay   of   K   +  Tr+Tr- by Christenson,

'        Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay(l) has led to a spate of theories(2) and experiments (3)

which have been directed toward understanding this phenomenon.  To date, the only
.i

manifestations of CP violation to be observed have been in the neutral kaon system.

In order to explore further the details of CP violation as observed in the decay

of the neutral K meson a precision experiment was performed, the results of which

could be used as a consistency check on the interrelationship of several indepen-

dent measurements which have been made on the K'-  ' system.  The experiment was

to measure the charge asymmetry in the semi-leptonic decay, I<5 + Jrfe-N.  By mea-

suring this charge asymmetry one acquires information which when coupled with the

other experimental measurements on the neutral K system, overdetermines the mag-
(4)

nitudes and phases of E and e', quantities first introduced by Wu and Yang to

parameterize CP violation.  The experiment thus provides a test of the validity

and consistency of the assumptions that were made in the parameterization, e.g.,
(5)

CPT invariance. In addition, as has been emphasized by Bell and Zia , and in-
(6)

dependently by Brodine , a sensitive measure of the variation of the charge

asymmetry across the Dalitz plot provides a measure of other CP violating para-

meters.  Thus, another motivation for this experiment was to make a preliminary

assessment of the difficulties of such a refined measurement.
(7-11)

The results of previous experiments are listed in Table I. The two

- most significant efforts, statistically speaking, were performed under similar

experimental conditions and were not in agreement.  These two measurements were

characterized by substantial corrections for the mass of the detector (in the

-1-
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latest result the correction almost doubled the measured asymmetry).  This leads

one to pay particular attention to the possible systematic errors attendant with

this experimental problem.  Before going into the details of the experiment, a

brief discussion of the theory of the Ko- P system is in order.

A.  The Quantum Mechanical 2 State System
:

(12)Since the kaon is the lowest mass particle with strangeness , it

must decay via strangeness-violating interactions into pions, electrons,

muons, and gamma rays. These strangeness-violating "weak" decays  make   it

possible for a K' to make a virtual transition into K' and vice versa, e.g.,

27T
+ -0

Ko 1 37T +K
11-ev

(13) (14)
and as a result, two new basis states emerge Using the Wigner-Weiskopf

reduction, the time dependence of the K'-R' system is described in terms of an
1,

"effective Hamiltonian", viz.,
d

-i dt = Hw *
- 0

with

2
r P

H = (I.1)
w 2q S

where

1.(t)1

0(t) =  a(t)|K'> + b(t)'Ro> =   b(t) 

and where r=s with CPT invariance and no material present.  The eigenvalues
.-

of this system are

f

A 1,2  -  r  +  pq  =  Mi,2  -i ·5.3 
(I.2)

-2-



and the eigenstates of the system are then·simply

1 14>  =  p Ko>  +  q  Ro>

(I.3)
1 0 1 0
IK2> = P K > - q Ro>

This "ef fective Hamiltonian"  H  is .decomposed  into  a  mass and decay  part

'11.

H =M-i r (I.4)
W

0     -0
where M takes into account the mixing of K· and K via second order virtual

weak transitions through its off-diagonal elements and which leads to the

observed mass splitting for the two neutral kaon states of

10   -1
aM = Ml.- M2  =  (-.539 f .0035) 10   sec . (I.5)

h

The decay matrix, r, takes into account the transitions to observable physical

states.  The diagonal elements of the operator r reduce to a sum of the partial

decay half rates.

0 -0
If CP is conserved in the K -K  system under these conditions, the

operator CP should commute  with  the "ef fective Hamiltonian"  i. e.

IHW,   Cfl      =     0                                                                       (I.6)

and one expects CP to act on the K' states as follows

0i

CpI K.1.1 :01

Then for this representation CP takes the form

                       
                       

                       
                       

         CP= O         
    1 

  1     0   .             
            (I.7)
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1

Requiring  I  ,  C     = 0 implies from equation  (I. 1)  that P2 = q2 and this trans-
W

forms (I.3) into the well-known set of CP eigenstates

1
0 0 -0IK > ,/3    (IK>     +     1 K> ) CP + 1

I 1

(I.8)
1

1 4>      =      <2-(|K >      -      1 20>)            CP   -   1      .
V

However, when  1 , C 1 + 0,·the physically observed states (i.e., those with
W

0definite lifetimes)  of  the K'-20 system  are no longer  the    K >  and  | K2>
shown

above, by virtue    of the Christenson   et al. experiment,   but  are some slightly

perturbed  set of basis states  that are
noted  as  | K >  and  | K >  with

-i(MS-irs)t

|K (t)> = p|K0(t)> + q|20(t)> = |ICS(o)>e      2

(I. 9)

-i(Ml-irl)t|K (t)> = p|K0(t)> - q|Ko(t)> = |K (O)>e      2

and p + q.  Having established this distinction one can now write down

explicitly the relevant expressions for the observed CP violating quantities

appearing in the neutral K' system.

B.  CP Violation

The first manifestation of CP violation was the measurement of non-zero
(1)

amplitude for
K + ,+7,

amp.    (Ki    +    Trtlr-)
n+ -

- (I.10)

amp.  C K   +  A+A-)      *

-4-



One can write the amplitudes of Ki and Ro in (2A, J=O) states with isotopic spin

I as follows

i6#Ba(Ko)   =e      I  A
27T   I   .          I

(I. 11)

4- aI (Ko) = ei6I A*21T                  I

J         with P representing the density of final states of the 2A system.  Then
27T

amp.(Ko -+ Tr | Tr-) = ei60 p(/  Ao   1/ 3- A2ei(62_60)) + q(49 / A* .'. 1  A* ei(62-60))
L 30  2
S

which yields

p  3 A  + 1/ 5-A  ei(62-60)) - qe//"   A* + 1/  A*ei(62-60))
0         2                     3 .0 4        2

n+-
= .(I.12)

p( / A   1/ A  ei(62-60)) + q(/2  A* + 1/ A*ei(62-60))
3 0   2 .3 0

I
fi,  2

(4)

Choosing A  to be real after Wu and Yang , gives the following to first order

P-q (A2-A2)  i(62-60)

nH-- =   - + &'              e              + . . . . (I. 13)

p·ki   42   Ao

which may be written as

r'+I  =  E  + E' (I.14)

where

-
P-q

(I.15)E = -
P+q

i Im(A2) i(62-60)E' E/         e                         (I.16)
&- A

0

i
This form of parameterization has the advantage of isolating the contributions

of CP violation into the I=0 and I=2 parts and relating the measured

-5-



quantities n _ and n   rather directly to the elements of the mass decay matrix00

Hw.  In the same way one can express the quantity noo as,

amp. (I   4  ToTro)
n =

(I.17)00

amp.(K  + ToTo)

= E - 2£'

Focusing on  the lepton charge asymmetry, one defines the four amplitudes
kfor the decay, while allowing for possible violation of the selection rule AS = AQ,

as:

<7T-e+v| H |KI> = fW'

+  -- 1.-   ,-0            *
«re vin IK > =fW

(I.18)- + 1  1-0
<T r     e      v  1  Hw  l  K     >     =     g

<6-01Hw'KO> = g*  .

Representing the amount of violation of the AS = AQ rule by the quantity x = g/f,

+-the decay rates for a pure K  beam into the states e+Tr-v and  e-Tr v are

N+(K   +  7,-e+v)   =     p f-qg 1 2

| f '2  P+912 (I.19)             '
- .[ 1-x 12 + (1- x 12) 2ReR - 4Imx Imp }

4

and

N-(K  + 7T+e-0) = |pg*- q f *12
|f'2  P+q 12 (I.20)

=             {11-x 12 - (1-Ix'2) 2Ree - 4Imx ImE} .
4

Combining these, the charge asymmetry becomes

N+-N- 1-Ix 12 (I.21)

6=     _ = 2Ree,     ,2N +N  1-xj

which in the limit of x << 1, which agrees well with present experimental re-
(15)

sults   ,becomes

6 = 2Ree (I.22)

-6-



Given the symmetry of CPT in the K'-Ki system, a measurement of the charge asym-

metry then provides a direct measure of the non-orthogonality of the physical KI

states by virtue of equations (I.9) and (I.15).  This can be illustrated through

an expression of the states of the K  and K  using the parameter E as follows:

 K ,+ s K ,
1 K >        =

(1  +   £12)4
(I.23)

IKT,+ SIK ,

IKS>   -
(1  +  l e I 2) i

Then it follows trivially that to first order in e

<KL|KS, = 2Res
. (I.24)

C. Estimate of <1(o IK ,

(16)

1               Lee, Oehme, and Yang (1957) invoked unitarity to make an estimate of

the upper limit of this non-orthogonality of the two states.  From the previous

discussion of the "effective Hamiltonian" of the Ki system, the aspect of the

decay of the states has been included via the presence of r.  Since unitarity

requires the conservation of probability for a state, by evaluating the follow-

ing differential equation for the  K'- *'  states

d

--      1,1,12   ='    E<*|H   |f><f|H    1 0>
dr              w     ' w'f

where 0 is the two component wave function (I.25)

|0,  =   ae' 19(T)>  +  al'KICT)>
one arrives at the following result

'T- 111=
Lf    Sf

| <K  1 K ,1       <
E (I.26)

G L  -A s)
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where   A    -   xs   #   6M   the   K    -  K   mass difference.

At the present time all the experimental rates have not yet been measured,

but by using present values from existing experiments, Equation (I.26) can be
(17)

evaluated in a fashion similar to Bell and Steinberger and later Gourdin and
(18)

Charpak .  These calculations include only the 2A decay mode which dominates

the process.  However, when considering all possible connecting intermediate

states of the neutral K system, one arrives at the following result,

| <K   K >| < (7.43 f .20) * 10-3.

The data for this calculation are presented in Table II.

"

i
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CHAPTER II

APPARATUS

In setting out to perform this sensitive measurement on the Ke3 system,

great care was taken in minimizing possible sources of systematic error or bias

in the result.  The basically simple task of lepton identification and charge

determination, which  is  all  that  need be measured  in this experiment,   is  to  be

contrasted to the complex dependence of the measured asymmetry on the material

present, the symmetry of the detector, and instrumental biases. In order to

minimize the effect of these biases the spectrometer was designed to be as sym-

metrical as possible, to have as low a mass as possible, and to be highly stable

against fluctuations·in detection efficiency.  The absorption of the A+ and A-

mesons resulting from Ke3 decay are, to a first approximation, similar in iso-

topically pure materials.  For this reason the detector was additionally de-

signed to be as isotopically pure as possible.

A. Beam

The beam layout for this experiment at the Brookhaven Alternating Gradi-

ent Synchrotron (AGS) is shown in Fig. 1.  During this experiment there were,

on the average, 10 protons incident on the target in the G-10 straight section12

per AGS pulse every 2.3 seconds.  A neutral secondary beam at -200 with respect

to the internal beam direction was defined by a set of three 4-feet long Pb col-

limators with brass inserts combined with a magnet to remove charged particles.

The location of these collimators is given in Table III.  The sweeping magnet,

located between collimators 1 and 2, was operated with a minimum field integral

-9-



of 400 Kgauss-inches.  During the running of the experiment the field value of

this sweeping magnet was varied above this minimum value with no discernable

effect on the experimental rates.

Each of the three collimators contained a tapered brass insert which

pointed back to the target in the vertical direction and to a point 25 inches

in back of the target in the horizontal.  The arrangement of these collimators

was chosen in order to minimize the sensitivity of the apparatus to target po-

sition during running.  A limiting aperture of 60.7 Usteradians was imposed by

the defining aperture of the collimator furthest'downstream.

The beam's constituents were primarily long-lived neutral particles (e.g.,

neutrons, y-rays,   and K  mesons) . The y-rays were attenuated by passage through

a 10 radiation length Pb filter placed immediately upstream of collimator 1.

The relatively low ratio of neutrons to-Ki's in the beam of 10:1 was a conse-
L

quence of the arrangement of the beam line to be well outside the neutron dif-

fraction peak.  The fact that these neutron fluxes were at a relativley low

level reduced the background due to neutron interactions to a manageable level.

The observed K  decays were consistent with a nearly uniform illumination

of the beam cross sectional area throughout the length of the decay region.  The

K  production spectrum at the target was

f(p) g p exp(-p sine        )
beam/<PL>

where <pl> = 190 MeV/c for p >· 800 MeV/c for this beam angle. This parameteri-

zation of the momentum spectrum was a result from a previous experiment carried

out in this beam line (Ref. 19).

1
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B. Spectrometer

A plan view of the spectrometer geometry is given in Fig. 2.  A typical

event was one in which a K  decays in the helium filled region between counter

E and chamber 2 into Ate*v, where the spectrometer was sensitive to the. charged

pair only.  One of the charged particles was required to traverse the spectro-.

meter on each side of the beam axis, resulting in a pair of signals in coinci-

dence from each of the five proportional chambers and the back hodoscope bank.

The identification of the electron was accomplished by a threshold Eerenkov

counter located between chamber 3 and the magnet.  Thus, under normal running

"

conditions, the Ke3 signature was established by the presence of a Cerenkov sig-

nal in coincidence with two signals from the back hodoscope banks and two tracks

in the proportional chambers.

(1)  The Magnet

At the heart of the apparatus was a (72D18-MKII) dipole magnet of the

picture frame design, having a 72-inch wide by 18-inch high aperture with an

effective field length of 30 inches.  During the running 6f this experiment the

central field value was set at 4.82 Kgauss, which corresponds to a value for

the field integral of

fB•dl = 116.0 MeV/c.

-    In order to cancel out any residual systematic left-right asymmetry of the ap-

paratus, the polarity was changed after every 200 K triggers which was approxi-

mately every 2 hours during normal running.  The total experiment involved

# 500 such field reversals.

(2)  The Proportional Chambers

Since the measured asymmetry is so sensitive to the presence of material

- 11 -



the design for this experiment required a minimum mass detector.  In order to

achieve this, the primary particle detectors were multiwire proportional chambers.

The very appealing features of these devices were :

(a)  their good time resolution,

(b)  their very low mass, i 50 mg/cm2 per chamber,

(c)  their high efficiency for particle detection (both for pions and

electrons).

The design of these chambers followed along the lines of the work done recently
(20)

by Charpak et al. in their revitalization of the proportional counting tech-
--

nique.

The locations and other pertinent data for the five chambers used in the

experiment are shown in Table IV.  These chambers were constructed by winding

wires vertically onto a pair of fiberglass frames.  After gluing the wires to

the fiberglass, the two frames were placed together to form a three layer sand-

wich of parallel wire planes.  The wire spacing was 1/8-inch and the inter-
(21)

plane spacing was 1/4-inch . Windows of .002-inch Aclar were placed on

the outer faces of the chamber frame to form a gas seal for the chamber.  Each

chamber was flushed continuously  with a mixture  of  . 66.4% Argon,     4  33.4%  (02,

and #.25% Freon  13-Bl  at  a  rate  such  that the chamber volume was displaced every

2 hours. After having operated these chambers  # 1000 hours in radiation inten-
6sities of up to > 10 part/sec., there has been no sign of degradation of cham-

ber performance.

The electronic detection and readout system developed for use with these

chambers had several unique features and is shown schematically in Fig. 3.  The

initial stage of the detection circuit was a Fairchild WA733 differential ampli-
t.

fier with a gain of 200.  Wired to the inputs of these amplifiers were groups

- 12 -



of several wires (see Table IV and Fig. 4) which,when combined, made resolution

elements varying from 3/4 inches to 1-1/8 inches in width.  The increased capa-

citancel which resulted operating in this mode, necessitated the high gain ampli-

fier.  The amplifier-discriminator combination was adjusted such that a 250 w.

volt input signal would trigger the discriminator.  This sensitivity, coupled

with the particular gas mixture used, resulted in plateaus of from 100-300 volts

at 3.5-4.5 kV chamber voltage (depending on wire used) for both pions and elec-

trons in all of the chambers, and these plateaus were observed to be stable to

within f 20 volts throughout the running of the experiment.

There were several compelling reasons for choosing this particular ampli-

fying scheme over the other possible candidates under consideration at the de-

sign stage of this experiment.  Since the chambers were to be operated with these

resolution elements, the high gain requirement made the overall system suscep-

tible to noise pick-up problems.  However, by using a differential amplifier,

which has a low common mode gain, in this way, the sensitivity to these stray

electrical signals was minimized. In addition, by using this differential amp-

lifier instead of a conventional single input amplifier one could also reduce

the amount of electronics necessary by a factor of 2 to amplify the proportional

chamber pulses thus providing a substantial saving in hardware cost.

Once a proportional signal was detected by an amplifier and a standard

shape signal had been formed by its accompanying discriminator,it was trans-

mitted to a conventional 16-bit tagging module via a twisted pair cable.

The transit time of these signals down the cable was selected to allow for suf-

ficient time to make a decision as to whether a Ke3 decay had been observed.  The

use of this. long cable as a delay provided % 150 nsec to establish the fact that

a Ke3 decay had been observed without introducing the long dead times involved

- 13 -



in doing this electronically.  When the trigger condition was satisfied a "load"

signal, which was 120 nsec wide, was transmitted to each of the 14 tagging modules

for the chambers, and any chamber discriminator signal arriving at the tagging

module during this load window was flagged as "on" and saved for readout some
(22)

microseconds later by a SAC MIDAS system

The proportional chambers were used not only for track position informa-

tion but also they were used to establish a trigger with the proper Ke3 signa-

ture.  The resolution time of the proportional counters in establishing the Ke3

trigger  was  %  120  nsec.     This  is  to be compared  with  4 111 second if spark  cham-

bers had been used.

(3)  The 8erenkov Counter

V

To identify the lepton in the Ke3 decay,  a gas filled threshold Cerenkov

counter was used with CO2 at NTP as the radiator.  This counter was very compact

in design and had a measured electron detection efficiency of 4 99%.  The con-

struction and design of the counter are discussed in detail in Ref. 19 and re-

levant parameters appear in Table V.  However, in order to adapt the counter to

2' this experiment, two basic changes were made to minimize the mass of the counter.

The first was the replacement of the 1/4-inch thick Plexiglas  front surface

spherical mirrors with ones which were 1/32-inch in thickness.  These new mirrors

were made by forming Plexiglas  at elevated temperatures to the correct radius
(23)

of curvature, then having them coated with a .15 U layer of aluminum .  These

mirrors provided a reflectivity of 4 90% from 2200   - 5200  , which covers the

region of the photocathode response for the RCA 4522 5-inch bi-alkali photo-

V

tubes used to view the Cerenkov light.  The second modification was the installa-         -

tion of thin entrance and exit windows of .0025-inch aluminized Mylar.  After

making these modifications, the total material in the Cerenkov counter was .285 g/cm2.

- 14 -



In order to evaluate possible sources of contamination of the Ke3 measure-
V

ment  by the Cerenkov counter's sensitivity to other K  decay modes,   it is useful
V

to point out the Cerenkov counter's sensitivity to detection of other high momen-

tum particles.  Carbon dioxide has an index of refraction of 1.00045 at 3200 %

and 15' C.  This value corresponds to the following thresholds for detection of

e, Tr, u , and p via their Cerenkov radiation in this gas;

E
K

electron ...... 16 MeV

pion ......   4500 MeV

muon ......   3400 MeV

proton ...... 30 GeV .

If one folds in the pion and muon momentum spectra from the observed K  decays in

this beam, the  result is  a dilution of the measured asymmetry via'contamination

'        from the .K   and the K  modes of less than 1 part in 106.
113            3 V

The location of the Cerenkov counter in the spectrometer is shown in Fig.2.

One of the many advantages of this geometry was the early tagging of the electron

in its passage through the spectrometer. It can also be noted that by locating

the counter upstream of the spectrometer magnet one achieves a higher Ke3 event

acceptance for a smaller counter volume.  One of the more important features of

this counter was the location of the phototubes in the symmetry plane of the spec-

trometer magnetic field, while at the same time being moved away from the central

field region of the magnet.  Typical field values in the region of these photo-

tubes were 6 20 gauss before shielding.  Having taken advantage of this design

feature, magnetic shielding for these phototubes was simplified substantially.

It was necessary to shield the tubes from the small fields normal to the axis of
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the phototube, a relatively easy task.  Due to the field geometry there can be

no field component along the axis of the phototubes.  Shielding phototubes against

axial fields is difficult and avoiding these problems contributes further to eli-

minating a possible variation in electron detection efficiency as a function of

magnet polarity.  From pulse height measurements on this counter using a.nano-

second light pulser, the effectiveness of the shielding was verified.  As a fur-

ther check on sources of systematic effects, pulse height spectra for each of the

phototubes in the counter were taken periodically throughout the running period,

I and from these measurements it has been verified that there is further no evi-

dence of any polarity dependence of the detection efficiency for electrons to

better than 1 part in 105.

(4)  Scintillation Counters

Due to the mass of solid scintillation materials this type of particle de-

tector was avoided in the bulk of the apparatus.  However, as mentioned earlier,

the  relatively  poor time resolution of the proportional counters necessitated  the

sparing  use of nanosecond resolution particle detectors. A single selntillatiuu

counter hodoscope, described in Table VI and shown in Fig. 3, served to termin-

ate the detector system.  It was composed of two banks of (4) Pilot-B scintilla-
(24)

tors viewed from top and bottom by RCA 7746 phototubes.  The signals from

both phototubes were added actively to generate a signal for each hodoscope ele-

ment.  Fluctuations in timing due to light transit and collection times were mini-

mized by this design.

The threshold for particle detection in these counters was decreased to

1/4 minimum ionizing level to reduce the·effective detection thickness to 1/32 of

an inch of scintillator for the pions and less for the electrons.  These photo-

tubes were located in regions of magnetic field of much less than 10 gauss.
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However, to prevent any systematic effects of these small fields on their de-

tection efficiency, the tubes were doubly shielded against magnetic fields with

an inner shield of Mu metal and a 1/4-inch thick outer iron shield.

There were also 7 scintillation counters operated in anticoincidence in

the spectrometer,(Table VI).  Six of these were out of the beam and used to tag

particles which might have passed through regions of high mass near the magnet

pole tips and yoke.  There were two horizontal anticounters in front of the mag-

net labeled Fl and F8, and four counters used for vertical aperture definition

behind the magnet labeled Ml- M4.  Events for which these counters were triggered

were included in the raw data sample with the states of these counters recorded

along with other data written on magnetic tape.

The seventh anticounter  was a 15"x24"x1/ 16" scintillator viewed  on  oppo-

site edges by two RCA 8575 phototubes.  It was located 18 inches downstream of

the third collimator and was used to define the upstream limit of the decay vol-

ume.  During the bulk of the data taking, events which had this anti trigger in

coincidence with an event were not recorded. However, the status of this coun-

ter was also part of the tagging information recbrded for each event thus allow-

ing correction to the data sample for effects due to inefficiencies and/or acci-

dentals problems observed in this event triggering system.  For # 8% of the data

this counter was removed from the logic.requirement for triggering and its status

was simply recorded for each event.  This data allowed the effect of upstream

contamination in the data sample due to possible inefficient counter performance

to be evaluated.

C. Data Taking

(1)  Criteria for Acceptable Event.Trigger

In order to efficiently record data with the minimum amount of background
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contamination, the following method was used to establish an event trigger.

First, the signals from the back hodoscope counters and the Cerenkov counter

were put into coincidence to provide a relatively loose 2 track signature with

fast timing.  This signal was then placed into coincidence with the fast logic

signals from each of the proportional chambers, and only events where any 2 out

of the 3 front chambers triggered on each side of the apparatus as well as both

back chambers were accepted, viz.,

V

BL.BR'C (lL·2L·3L) · (1R·2R·3R) ·    (4L·4R) (5L·5R)2 out of 3 2 out of 3

Once this requirement was fulfilled, the readout of the data tagging modules was

initiated and the system was turned off for 6  u sec while the information was

collected and written as a 24 word, 16 bit/word record into a 4096 word data

buffer.  The contents of the buffer were placed on magnetic tape between each

AGS beam cycle.

(2)  On-Line Monitoring

There were several on-line monitoring facilities with this experiment

which were extremely useful in tracking the stability of the apparatus.  The

major on-line monitor, aside from the physicist on shift, was a Hewlett-Packard

HP2116B 16K word computer which was equipped with a small reconstruction program.

As the data was accumulated during each AGS spill cycle, the computer read the

data into a buffer area and, during the interval between beam spills, analyzed

each event checking for consistency with Ke3 signature and tabulating analysis

efficiencies. In addition, the computer accumulated data on the frequency of

each spectrometer element' s "on-state"  in  the data words  for each event.     This

feature was indispensable in the early stages of running for debugging noisy or

inefficient electronics in the proportional chamber system.

./

The second monitoring device was the Cerenkov monitor.  It is shown
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schematically in Fig. 5.  The function of this monitor was to scale the frequency
V

of coincidence of full signature Ke3 events with signals from each of the 4 Ceren-

kov tubes.  This monitor thus provided a raw measure of the charge asymmetry and

a very accurate monitor for apparatus asymmetries during running.

(3)  Format of Primary Data

In order to preserve the maximum information for each event, a data format

was adopted which recorded the states of all of the spectrometer's elements in

the form of twenty-four sixteen-bit words.  Words 1-4 were used for fixed data

information on polarity, mass of spectrometer and tape number.  Words 5 and 6 were

used for scintillation counter tagging and a failsafe magnet polarity sensing

readout which was connected directly to the coils of the magnet.  Words 7-20 were

used for tagging of each of the 14 words of chamber readout, and the last 4 words

were used for an event counter and a neutron monitor scaler.  For a block diagram

of this data assembly, see Fig.6.  During the running of the experiment, 96*106

such  events were recorded  on  # 500 reels of 2400-feet, 7 track,  556 BPI magnetic

tapes.

D. The Experimentally Determined Mass Correction

As was mentioned earlier one of the prime considerations in performing

this asymmetry measurement was to minimize the net amount of material through

which the KO secondaries had to pass in order to be detected in the spectrometer.
L

The reason for this consideration is straightforward and stems from the non-neg-

ligible effects of the positron annihilation cross section and the difference in

the  + and 1- nucleus absorption and scattering cross sections.  These effects

result in a differential absorption in the spectrometer for the two pertinent

decay channels.  In addition the presence of mass in the decay volume can lead
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to the production of particles whose B decay is completely charge asymmetric,

e.g., AO's.

In previous charge asymmetry experiments two approaches had been employed

to make this correction to the data.  The first method was to calculate the dif-
)

ferential absorption by using known empirical and theoretical observation for
(25-27)

these cross sections and then to compare these results with the observed

dependence of several sparsely populated data points to establish consistency.

The second approach was to depend more heavily on the experimental observations

and make a more detailed measurement of the asymmetry as a function of the mass

of the spectrometer and then make the extrapolation to zero detector mass expli-

citly.  It was the design of this experiment to acquire data with the mass of

the spectrometer and decay volume scaled by factors of 0 4 and # 8 in order to

be able to extrapolate to zero mass with good accuracy.

One of the significant improvements of this spectrometer was its mass

composition.  This experiment was carefully designed to minimize presence of

isotopically impure (I # 0) substances.  To this end a level of free hydrogen

of less than 18 mg/cm2 was obtained, and an overall proton-neutron difference

of 1 part in 103 was achieved (see Appendix 1 for details).  Furthermore, in

scaling the mass of the spectrometer to higher values, great pains were taken

to do this as uniformly as possible while maintaining the isotopic balance.

The placement of this extra material was made as close as possible to the ex-

"

isting mass concentrations, e.g., Cerenkov mirrors, proportional chambers, and

hodoscope counters.  The detailed placement of the initial mass is given in

Table VII.

When taking this additional data during the experiment, special atten-

tion was given to the contribution of each measurement to the statistical error
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on the extrapolated value at zero mass. In order to optimize the data acquisi-

tion, data were originally taken in the ratio of 3:2:1 for x1, x4, and x8 mass

respectively with additional data being taken in the x8 mass configuration to

study the effects of decreased isotopic impurities in the spectrometer constitu-

ents.  Additional data were recorded to study specific effects of localization

V

of material (e.g., Cerenkov mirrors, and decay volume) in the spectrometer.

This approach to the major systematic problem, the effects of material on the

asymmetry, makes the final result less sensitive to the detailed nature of this

correction.  In addition, this systematic treatment results in the ability to

extrapolate out nearly all mass dependent effects present (e.g., neutron and K 

interactions in the spectrometer, delta ray production and AN scattering effects).

Further discussipn of the resulting analysis will be given in the following

sections.
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CHAPTER III

PRIMARY ANALYSIS

This experimental effort resulted in the collection of # 108 Ke3 decay

candidates which had to be analyzed individually with the analysis involving

a full kinematic reconstruction. Thus a major task in the experiment was de-

veloping and carrying out the processing of this large quantity of data in a

finite period of time while being further constrained to do all of this for a

f inite amount   of money. Since   one   of   the obj ects  of this experiment   was   a   thor-

ough investigation of systematic and instrumental effects, it was realized that

this scheme must retain enough flexibility to allow such an investigation.

The processing of the data was therefore conducted in three stages.

First, a primary analysis of the raw data tapes was conducted;  this step was

designed primarily as a track-finding program with kinematical reconstruction

of the decay.  This step separated out from the raw data those events likely

to be of interest and compressed all the kinematical and geometrical informa-

tion into a compact form for each event and then wrote this information onto

magnetic tape.  Second, these new tapes were further analyzed and the results

stored on tertiary tapes using programs which had the option of printing histo-

grams if desired.  Lastly, these tertiary tapes were formatted in such a way

as to allow final inspection of the data (e.g., cuts) for a minimum cost in com-

putation.  The details of these major steps in the analysis  follow.

A. Track Recognition and Reconstruction

The first stage of the analysis consisted of reconstructing tracks through        '

the five chamber planes of the spectrometer from the information recorded on
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magnetic tape.  There were some features of the raw data which required special

attention before the track finding was undertaken.

From a study of the initial bit patterns for events recorded on tape, it

became apparent that there were considerably more adjacent channels triggered

' in the proportional chambers than expected on the basis of random noise in the

electronics.  This effect was observed to be caused by particles passing through

the small region between neighboring channels and firing the discriminators for

both channels. Therefore,    when adj acent channels were found    "on" the extra   po-

sition information was exploited and the position of the particles was taken as

the average of the two channels.

The other characteristic of the proportional chambers which had to be

confronted was the effect of detection of "induced pulses" by the chamber elec-
(20)

tronics. These "induced pulses" were first observed by Charpak  et. al. in

their studies of the characteristics of multiwire proportional chambers.  These

" induced pulses" originate from the electrostatic properties of the proportional

pulse propogation in the chambers. In addition to the negative electron pulse

which moves in toward the signal wires, there is a positive induced charge which

is distributed among neighboring wires (both signal and high voltage).  These

positive pulses are also sensed by the differential amplifiers used to detect

the normal proportional signals.  As a result of this property of the proportion-

al chamber and the particular arrangement used, when multiplication occurred

at the edge of one chamber element , 2 pulses would appear in the chamber, one

in the originally struck channel and another in a channel once removed to the

right or left depending on the original channel struck.  Since this effect was

present only under these very restrictive geometrical conditions, this character-

istic could be used to further improve the spatial resolution of the chambers.
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In order to account for this effect in the chambers, the software of the recon-

struction program was designed to remove these "induced" signals by using a

simple algorithm which was determined by the configuration of the electronics

(see Fig. 4).

The remaining modified bit pattern was then converted into a set of hori-

zontal position coordinates for each event.  This association was easily carried

out, since the initial surveying of the chambers located them in space to within

f 1/32 inch in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The data was trans-

formed into a set of common coordinates with the beam defining the positive Z

direction and with the center of the spectrometer magnet being at coordinates

(0,0,0).  The positive X coordinate axis was taken to be the plane of the hori-

zontal and to the left of the beam as one faces downstream, and positive Y axis

taken to be in the vertical direction. The points in the chambers were taken                I

a pair at a time from a given side in the back chambers with the program saving

the points and the value of the projection of the ray to the center line plane

of the spectrometer magnet (Z = 0).  Then front track segments were formed uging

both two and three point segments on a given side of the apparatus and a match

was looked for with "any" of the back tracks that fell within a given window

at the center-line plane of the spectrometer magnet. The size of this window

had three values depending on the front chambers involved in the event.  This

window size was independent of the magnet center line intersection point and was

a constant for a given set of front chambers involved (see Appendix 2).  The

program looked for as many as four full tracks in the spectrometer with the con-

dition that no more than 2 were on a given side of the apparatus upstream of the

V

magnet. Once a set of tracks had been found and a Cerenkov cell was recorded as

being  "on", the event was further processed to investigate in detail its kinematical
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properties.  The quantities that were calculated and saved were;  decay vertex,

momenta of secondaries,   M*  of Ke system, and center -line intersection points   for

both tracks.  Nearly 90% of the raw data was retained at this stage of the pro-

gram.

The momenta of the secondaries were determined by fitting to two inter-

secting straight lines constrained to meet at (Z = 0) to the points of a given

track found in the spectrometer.  The slopes of these curves were then used to

evaluate the projection of the bending angle in the horizontal plane of the spec-

trometer.  As a result of the geometry of the magnetic field of the spectrometer

magnet the "square field" approximation could be used to evaluate the momenta  of

the secondaries.  This resulted in a measure of the projected momenta in the XZ

plane of

e B  L
o  eff

pxz =
sine - sin0      ·                (III.1)in Out

' When operating the magnet with a central field of 4.92 kG. an overall momentum

transfer of 116 MeV/c to each secondary particle resulted.  These momenta were

of interest when making the mass correction for the data as a function of pion

momentum, which allows isolation of specific regions of rapid flucuations in the

AN cross sections, or in investigating possible differences in the measured asym-

metry due to other physical phenomena or systematic effects.  To maximize the

efficiency of information storage, a binning scheme was implemented which facil-

itated the study of these effects at later levels of analysis without any loss

in information content.

B. Event Quality Categories

In addition to the data previously described, the primary analysis program
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also generated information for each event which rated its quality based on cer-

tain reconstruction parameters and other geometrical information.  Along the

same lines, several classes of events were established to isolate data which

suggested possible enhancements of accidental Ke3 triggers.  The tests performed

to establish these categories were as follows:

(1)  Was there a track that passed through the appropriately flagged

V VCerenkov element?     If not, these events were tagged "Cerenkov inconsistencies".

(2)  Were both tracks found consistent with their respective intersections

with the tagged rear hodoscope elements?  If one or both tracks were inconsistent,

the  event was flagged as being a "hodoscope inconsistency".

(3)  In the cases where there were more than one front (back) track seg-

ments matching a back (front) segment within the allowed windows, the pair which

had the best match was chosen for reconstruction purposes and the event was then

flagged as having had "greater  than one track" present.

(4)  If both tracks in the spectrometer had charges determined to be of

the same sign, these events were flagged as "similar bending". This check was

made assuming perfect angular resolution and was refined at a later stage to re-

flect the confidence limits involved in saying that both particles were measured

to have the same sign.

(5)  Having allowed the reconstruction program to find as many as 2 full

tracks on a given side of the spectrometer, the question was asked whether there

was any disagreement as to the sign of the secondary particle for these tracks.

If the two tracks on the same side of the spectrometer implied a different charge

for the secondary particle, the event was flagged as "ambiguous". All ambiguous

tracks were by definition events also classified as "greater than one track" e-

vents.
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(6)  A x2 was computed for the fit of the four "Cor five) points of the

tracks found in the chambers, to the two intersecting line segments that were

found   for each track using a least square fitting procedure..    This X 2 was stored

for future reference.

(7)  The numbdr of missing chambers in the front of the spectrometer was

preserved since, as was pointed out earlier, this makes a substantial difference

in the "matching" criterion  for a reconstructed event. In addition  it can supply

information concerning the dependence of the measured asymmetry on chamber in-

efficiencies.

A  breakdown  of,  the data, including these event categories, is shown  in

Table VIII.  This secondary data information was then formatted into 2 (32 bit)

words and was written out for each event for which agreement with Ke3 signature

was satisfied.  By undertaking this analysis the original sample of 500 (7 track,

556 BPI) magnetic tapes were transformed into 25 (9 track, 1600 BPI) data tapes

which improved the logistics involved in analysis  by a factor   of  #  20,   and  did

so without any great loss of input information.

The burden of this primary analysis was divided roughly in half between

the Princeton University Computer Center's IBM 360/91 and the group's own Hewlett-

Packard 2116B 16K mini-computer.  The 360/91 would process a primary event in .2

msec which meant a total  of    0 40 hours  CPU  time  for  half the primary analysis,

while the Hewlett-Packard, computing slower but a bit more dependably, would pro-

cess an event in 30 msec resulting in roughly one month of 24 hour running.  The

use of the small computer resulted in a substantial saving in computation costs

for this stage of the analysis ($1OK).  However, since the Hewlett-Packard machine

is much smaller than Khe 360/91 some modification to the form of th  analysis was

necessary.  This aspect of the analysis was checked thoroughly, and the final
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results were observed to be independent of which machine performed the analysis.

C. Further Data Analysis

The next two steps of the analysis procedure were designed to organize

the data in such a way as to facilitate thorough investigation using a minimum

amount of computer time.  The essential aspects of these next two phases were

flexible enough to allow several separate reductions of the data under various

general conditions.

The final form of the data was a 32768-element array whose dimensions

represented various bins for the data (e.g., electron charge, momenta of secon-

daries, vertex position, center line crossing, c.m. s. energies, and event qua-

lity).  By summing over the data and constructing such an array one could very

easily perform cuts on all of the data and check the effect of such cuts.  The

stage of analysis preceeding the formation of these final arrays was arranged

to eliminate repetition of any calculation  on the data.  The results of this

stage of the analysis will be covered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA REDUCTION

After the kinematical reconstruction, the data were subjected to various

cuts in order to select the sample which was freest from systematic biases and

backgrounds.  In addition, several categories of events which were likely to be

enriched sources of background events were studied in order to estimate the

corrections due to background contamination.  In the sections that follow the

cuts and corrections will be described in detail and a fully corrected value

of the'charge asymmetry will be obtained.

A. Initial Cuts

There were several cuts made on the data which were dictated by the ex-

perimental arrangement and the  inherent resolution of the spectrometer.  These

initial cuts were:

(1)  A fiducial volume cut was made on the allowable decay vertices.  This

cut restricted the origin of the decay to be at least 14 inches downstream of

the beam anticounter and upstream of chamber 2  (-72"  > Z> -191") .   A cut was

also made on the horizontal vertex position (X), requiring events to have origi-

nated within t3 inches of the beam axis.  Events whose horizontal vertex position

was outside this range were expected to be primarily accidentals and will be dis-

cussed separately.

(2)  A minimum bending angle  requirement was set at 50 mrad (correspond-

ing to a momentum of 2320 MeV/c) for each track. This value. was determined by

measurements made on the angular resolution of the spectrometer using magnet-off
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data.  This cut-off was necessary in order to insure unambiguous determination

of the charges of the secondaries.

In addition, a low momentum cut-off was imposed to eliminate background

events (200 MeV/c for electrons and 500 MeV/c for pions).

(3)  In order to isolate events in which confusion might have arisen due

to the windows necessary for track finding, a cut was imposed which required

both tracks to cross the center line of the magnet at a distance greater than

6. inches from the beam center line. This cut also served to remove beam asso-

ciated backgrounds which might be present.

(4)  All events for which an anticounter was tagged were removed.  In

V
addition, events which were classified as similar bending, ambiguous, Cerenkov

inconsistencies, and hodoscope inconsistencies were removed (for details, see

Chapter III.).

The contribution of each of the above categories to the data sample is

shown in Table VIII.  The data surviving these cuts were then subjected to a

detailed systematic analysis.

B. Internal Consistency Checks

There were three separate tests performed on the data in this investiga-

tion.  The first test was to verify the linear dependence of the charge asymmetry

with spectrometer mass in order to make the extrapolation to zero mass.  The

second test used Monte Carlo techniques to simulate K decays as a limited veri-e3

fication of the detector's sensitivity to this decay mode.  The third and final

test required the results to be stable under the applied cuts, and further to

yield consistent results for various subsets of the data considered. Each of
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these aspects of the analysis is discussed below.

(1)  Mass Dependence of the Asymmetry

This aspect of the experiment was carefully designed to enable an extra-

polation for nearly all mass dependent effects in the detector and the decay

volume. In addition to the direct measurement of the mass effects an estimate

of its magnitude was made.  The effects included were positron annihilation,

Tr+A- differential absorption, neutron  and K  interactions, and delta  ray  pro-

duction.  This calculation appears in Appendix 1 and results in an estimated

correction of

86           = (+.35)*10-3   per .637 g/cm2
calculated

The result  Of the mass extrapolation was

86         = (+.54 f .13)*10 per .637 g/cm2-3
measured

The agreement of these results is satisfactory in view of the approximations

involved in this estimate.  The behavior of the data as a function of spectro-

meter mass for the initial cuts is shown in Fig. 7.
.

(2)  The Comparison of Data and Monte Carlo Calculation

The function of this calculation was primarily as a diagnostic tool in

investigating systematic effects.  However it also provided some information

regarding the consistency of the data with the kinematics of Ke3 decay, which

was used to locate possible sources of background contamination.

To generate this data the standard V-A weak interaction for K decaye3
(28)

was assumed Viz.,

M#H y    (1  + 75)u  {f (q2)   (p    + p  ) . + f  (q2)   (p    -  p  ) } .   (IV. 1)eu K   'IT 11
-

K    A U

For Ke3 decays the quantity (PK - P )u % me and can be neglected.  The form of

f (q2)
was

f (q2) = f (0){1 +A.1. (SnL-)2} (IV.2)
'IT
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With

X   =   .024
The  results  of the calculation were relatively independent  of the value  of X  

(29-32)thereby decoupling this result from the present experimental disagreement

as to the value of this parameter.

The data were generated being weighted by the above Dalitz plot density,

beam distributions, and kaon momentum spectrum.  The events which were accepted

by the apparatus were recorded on magnetic tape in a format similar to that of

the primary data tape.  Processing this data with the primary and secondary a-

nalysis programs served to test the programs for errors and to check the data

for inconsistencies with the calculations. Some comparisons of data and Monte

Carlo are shown in Figs. 8, 9.

From these calculations the apparatus' acceptance was measured  to  be  'u.6%

for Ke3 decays.  With this acceptance and the observed event rates during data

taking of 4 65 events/10 protons on target, an estimate of the neutral kaon12

flux in this beam is 43*104
K /1012 protons on target. The Monte Carlo data

was further used to evaluate other systematic effects and biases in the spectro-

meter.  A discussion of these results appears in a later section.

(3) Internal Consistency of the Data

One of the useful properties of the data was the presence of two distinct

event topologies (see Fig. 10).  These topologies were characterized by the sense

of their deflection  in the spectrometer,   and were named appropriately "inbending"

and "outbending". These two distinct classes of events provided an additional

degree of symmetry which was extremely helpful in isolating problems in the data.

In separating the data into these two topological categories an inconsis-

tency in the extrapolated asymmetry emerged.  The difference in the extrapolated

charge asymmetry for these two categories was
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4

6 -6 --  (1.64  +  .53)*10-3inbending outbending

with no observed difference in the slopes of the mass extrapolation.  In search-

ing for correlations of this effect with reconstruction difficulties, geometry,

and/or backgrounds this difference was observed to be concentrated in the decay

region for -72 inches <Z< -105 inches (Fig. 11).  No further correlations with

momenta of the secondaries, reconstruction difficulties (e.g., cuts made on X 2

of  tracks or cuts made on "greater than one track" events), front chamber in-

efficiency or beam associated backgrounds were observed.

Requiring the results of the extrapolation to be independent of the two

topologies imposed a stringent cut on the vertex position.  After making this

cut on the data (i.e., -105 inches >Z> -150 inches, see Table IX) and perform-

ing the mass extrapolation, the following charge asymmetry was obtained,

6 - (2.53 + .34)*10-3

This cut on the vertex did not effect the linearity of the asymmetry as a func-

tion of mass.  This is illustrated in Fig. 12.

C. Evaluation of Systematic Effects

The observation of the difference in asymmetries in the two event cate-

gories for the total sample of data precipitated a detailed investigation of

several aspects of the experiment.  No single effect satisfactorily explained

the  difference. A' description of these and other systematic effects   that  were

checked for follow.

(1)  A re-examination of the analysis programs uncovered no problems which

could result in misidentification of the topology of an event.  This was further

verified by analyzing lOOK Monte Carlo events and finding complete consistency

between the generated and analyzed topologies.
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(2)  A search for any polarity dependent change in detection efficiency

for each of the elements in the spectrometer was carried out.  The data presented

in Fig. 11 were suggestive, indicating evidence perhaps of a systematic effect

which was contributing a positive excess to the inbending events and a ne-

gative excess to the outbending events.  In taking an average over the extrapo-

lated asymmetries for inbending and outbending data as a function of Z vertex

position, which weights both sets of data equally, such a systematic bias should

cancel.  The result of this averaging is shown in Fig. 13.  Although the data

seems to be consistent with such an argument, all searches for such effects in

the apparatus indicated no serious difficulty.  In a study of the rates in all

the chamber and counter elements from the primary data tapes, an upper bound to

effects on the charge asymmetry due to changes in detection efficiency was

86 # 10-5
V                                                                                                                                                                                                                           .

The Cerenkov counter deserves special attention with regard to these argu-

ments since   it   had  a  4 100% differential sensitivity for electrons and pions.

A   change in the performance of this counter with polarity could contribute di-

rectly to a first order change in the measured asymmetry (Appendix 3).  The first

V

check of the Cerenkov counter was a look at the extrapolated charge asymmetry

measured for each of the four phototubes.  The result of this separation showed
V

the asymmetry of each Cerenkov tube to be consistent with that of the total sam-

ple of data, thus verifying the absence of any effects due to differential per-

formance of the phototubes.  This result is especially encouraging since isolat-

ing the data in this danner results in an increased sensitivity to apparatus bi-

ases.

V

In a second study the pulse height spectrum of each of the Cerenkov ele-

ments was studied.  The observed pulse height spectra were consistent with the

detection of 6 photoelectrons/Ke3 decay electron.  This photoelectron level was
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stable to 10-2 for the two polarity settings for all elements of the counter.

Using Poisson statistics to describe the photoelectron distribution in the

counter, the efficiency of the ith cell is

Ei -                  (n)n=thresholdi PA i
where

Xi  e4 i n
PX i (n)   =              n:

Setting the threshold at one photoelectron, a change in the average number of

photoelectrons detected with polarity then results in a change in efficiency of

dei  =  A=l  PA A(n)  -  PA B(n)
ii

which for small changes

l A i  -A i     ss  1

becomes,

=  pA   (0)  *  G i -x i)
i

For the numbers given above, this results in a change in efficiency of 10-5 which

is negligible.

(3)  The inbending/outbending difference Was not localized in time or to

any specific spectrometer mass configuration during the experiment.  Looking at

this difference on a tape by tape basis for the x1 mass data  a  difference of

(1.95 f .61 * 10-3) results, with a X 2 for the data of 302 for 283 degrees of         -

freedom.  These data are presented in Fig. 14.

(4)   The effects of the fringe field of the spectrometer magnet' on the

performance of the proportional chambers was investigated.  It was thought that

there might arise a differential aperturing effect due to dispersion of propor-

tional pulses near the edges of the chamber's active regions which would be sen-

sitive to magnet polarity reversals.  The symmetry of the proportional chamber
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field about the signal plane, however, causes the effect tolcancel out as a

function of magnet polarity.  In addition,the charge asymmetry was studied as

a function of the position of the pair of tracks in the front chambers, with

the conclusion that there was no measurable aperturing taking place.

(5)  Since the earth's magnetic field is non-reversible, it can intro-

duce a differential effect in the acceptance of events as a function of the

spectrometer magnet polarity.  Using various estimates of the average track

length and the magnetic field strength of the earth in the spectrometer, results

in a shift in the momenta of the secondaries by 1 part in 104.  To test the

sensitivity of the apparatus to such small shifts in momenta, the Monte Carlo

data were used. Two samples of data were generated with a difference in magnetic

field an order of magnitude larger than those calculated.  The result of this

showed no differential treatment of inbending and outbending data large enough

to be a problem. In addition the localization of the difference in the down-

stream end of the decay volume makes the arguments for such effects even more

untenable.

(6)  A further possibility that the difference in these asymmetries could

arise from delta ray production in the Jerenkov mirrors which in turn are re-

flected back into the counter by the fringe fields. of the spectrometer magnet

resulting in detection of the electron, was considered.  Since only knock-on elec-

trons can be produced, this type of event results in a large difference in asym-

-      metry for the two event topologies.  A calculation was made using Monte Carlo data

to evaluate this effect and is described in detail in Appendix 1.  The results

of this study showed the effect to be much too small to produce the observed be-

havior in the two event topologies. In addition this effect should extrapolate

out with. the mass of the spectrometer making the  effect even more unlikely.
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In summary no workable explanation of the differences in the asymmetries

has yet been devised.  This does not, however, result in any unresolvable diffi-

culties.  The added symmetry of the results for the two topological categories

clearly indicates the region of difficulty.  Having this extra constraint on the

data has been indispensible in establishing a result which is free from systema-

tic biases.

D. Corrections to the Data for Backgrounds and Accidentals

To conclude the discussion of the results, corrections must be made on

the final sample of data for the various background and accidentals present which

were not dependent on the mass of the detector.  To make these corrections the

several categories of data, presumed rich in accidental events, were used.  By

investigating the charge asymmetry of these event classes,corrections to the

final data can be made.  The corrections were the following:

(1)  Vertex Failures

Events for which the horizontal vertex position was > f3 inches from the

beam were expected to represent an enhanced source of background events.  The

extrapolated asymmetry measured for these events was

6          = (-13.20 + 4.16)*10-3,
X failure

with no difference in asymmetry for the two event topologies.  The level of these

accidentals present under the beam profile was determined by the horizontal ver-

tex (X) distribution of the data and the events which had identical charge secon-

daries (similar).  These data indicate a level of S .5% contamination, which re-

sults in a correction to the data of

86 S (+.07 + .021)*10-3.
V

(2)  Cerenkov Inconsistencies

Events of this type could have resulted from knock-on electrons
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produced by the mechanism previously described.  However, since this effect was

dependent on the mass of the spectrometer, it is eliminated by the mass extrapo-

lation procedure and will not be considered here.  The remaining possibility,
V

which does not depend on the mass of the spectrometer, is that a Cerenkov tube

accidentally triggered in coincidence with two tracks in the spectrometer gener-

ating an acceptable event signature.  The asymmetry of this data was

6,                       = (-2.57 + 2.70)*10-3Cerenkov inconsistency

These events comprise ,6 1% of the final cut data.  Associating the rates of acci-

dentals with the rate of tracks through the counter, where the rates in the ele-

ments nearest the beam are twice those of the two outer elements, a contamination

of  g 1. 2% results.  Using this number of events the correction to the data be-

i
comes

&6 2 (+3.2 + 3.4)*10-5

(3)  Hodoscope Inconsistencies

These events have a measured asymmetry of

6                         = (-8.0 + 5.1)*10-3  ,Hodoscope inconsistency

with this class of events representing approximately .3% of the data.  The frequen-

cy distribution of back hodoscope tags for the data showed a nearly uniform dis-

tribution in all 4 elements of each bank.  If these events originated from solely

accidental tags the effective level of contamination decreases by   factor of 4,

resulting in a contribution to the change in charge asymmetry of

86 - (+0.6 + 0.3)*10-5

(4)  Similar Bending Events

This class of events, if associated with events with 2 bona fide tracks in

coindidence in the spectrometer, indicates the level of a background contamination

in the data.  However, it was also possible, in spite of the bending angle
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requirement placed   on  the  data   Ci. e. , >5 0 mrad)1 for events   to be reconstructed

in such a way as to have their topologies appear to change.  Calculating the

probability of a single track that is inbending being reconstructed as a track

that is outbending, ,thereby making a similar event, nearly   80%   of the similar
curvature events can be accounted for.

The asymmetry of these events was measured to be

6       = (0.36 + 3.87)*10-3Similar

with a contribution to the data of # 1% before the previous calculation was taken

into account.  An upper limit to the change in the asymmetry for these events is

86   5   (+.4  f  3.9)*10-5

(5) Inefficient Anticounters

The discussion of  anticounter inefficiencies is separated into two parts;

the decay region anticounter and the magnet aperture anticounters.  The asymmetry

measured for these two categories was

6          = (-5.00 f 1.3)*10-3Beam anti

6            = (-2.90 + .75)*10-3
Magnet anti

with no evidence of in-outbending difference.

To evaluate the possible effects of each of these groups on the total data

one must fold-in the inefficiency of each of the anti systems.  For the decay re-

gion anticounter a measurement of its tagging efficiency during data taking showed

an efficiency of > 99.5% with the rate of events with and without this counter

tagged of 1:3.  This . 5% inefficiency results in a correction to the asymmetry

of
86 - (+8. + 2.0)*10-6.

In addition during the experiment several million triggers were recorded

with this anticounter out of the logic for Ke3 trigger but still tagged in order
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The contamination of the data by inefficient magnet anticounters was very

to get an enriched sample of these events for later study.  The asymmetry of

this data as a function of vertex position showed this data to be in agreement

with the cut data, thus discounting any serious problem due to this class of

events on the final result.

much the same.  A measurement of the efficiency of these counters shows them to

be < 1% inefficient during the running of the experiment where approximately 12%

of the data were in this category.  This inefficiency results in a correction to

the data of

86 = (+3. + .75)*10-6

(6)  Regeneration and Other
K 

Interactions Upstream of the Detector

These two effects when originating from interactions upstream of the de-

cay volume or at anti (E) represent a source of background which does not extra-

polate out with the other mass effects.  Here an estimate is made of the level

of this uncorrected source of background.

First the effect of regeneration of K  by interactions of the beam with

the last collimator and the anticounter (E) can be shown to be insignificant.

The regeneration amplitude (p) for copper was measured in a previous experiment
(19)

in this beam with the result of p = .10 for 9-1/8 inches of copper.  Using

this  as an estimate  of the effect  of  K ' s scraping  the last collimator, a correc-

tion to the data of

86   (+10-8)

results.  This number reflects the effects of apparatus acceptance near the anti-

counter  ( 0  10-2), the regeneration of K   ( %  10-2), the survival  rate  of K   to
the decay volume  ( % 10-2),  and the asymmetry after a regenerator  ( # +10-2).

As for the interactions of K  in the collimators and the anticounters pro-

ducing Aohyperons which  have a charge asymmetry  of  -1,   the same types of arguments
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hold.  Despite the large charge asymmetry, the number of Ao's produced and sur-

viving to the decay volume result in a correction to the charge asymmetry of

&6 << (+10-7) ,

which is also negligible.

E. Summary of Results

The charge asymmetry for the final sample of cut data after the extrapo-

lation to zero mass is

6 = (2.53 + .34)*10-3

The remaining systematic corrections to this result are:

X-vertex failures (+.07 + .021)*10-3
V

Cerenkov inconsistencies (+.032 + .034)

Hodoscope inconsistencies (+.006 + .003)

Similars (+.004 + .039)

' Inefficient anticounters (+.011 + .002)

Regeneration (+.0  f     )

(+.123 +  .052)*10-3

When these corrections are included, the final value of the asymmetry becomes

6 = (2.66 f .34)*10-3
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The charge asymmetry for K  + Trte*v in this experiment is

6      ·   =   (2.66   +   .34)*10-3
Ke3

It is of interest to compare this result to those of other experiments on the

K system via Equations (I. 14) and (I.21).

The present experimental status of these CP violating parameters was dis-
(33)

cussed in a recent review by V. Fitch From this paper one gets the follow-

ing values for the parameters of interest in relating the charge asymmetry mea-

surement to other independently measured quantities.

|n+-|= (1.95 + 0.03)*10-3
$+_ = (42.4 + 2.3) 0

n  |= (2.08 f 0.16)*10-300

000 = (43. i 19.)0

0.25
Rex = 0.05 f 0.35

Imx = -0.01 + 0.02

These experimental results coupled with the phenomenological description of Wu

and Yang outlined in Chapter I, were then used to place an upper limit on E', i.e.,
.18

Ree' = -0.03 + .13
.66

Ims' = -0.03 f .13

The Wu-Yang triangle thus becomes the Wu-Yang line.  Using these experimental

results for n.,n  , and x one predicts the charge asymmetry to be1-        00

6 = 2Ree = 2'n.1-   cos* -

= (2.90 + 0.17)*10-3
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If one compares this result with the world average for the charge asymmetry in

Ke3 decays which includes this result

6   = (2.83 + .20)*10-3Ke3

one sees that they are in extremely good agreement.  This close agreement makes

it clear that the representation of Wu and Yang is adequate to the present limit

of experimental accuracy.

Another aspect of the charge asymmetry measurement which should be men-

tioned is the consistency between the asymmetries measured in Ke3 and Ku3.  .The
(10, 11)

average asymmetry for the KN3 measurements       is

6    = (2.79 + .81)*10-3
K113

This number is also in agreement with the above Ke3 value, however, this compari-

son is relatively meaningless at the present level of statistical power in the

X113 results.
At the outset it Was poluted our that this asymmetry measurement was also

(5)

sensitive to a new source of CP violation as described by Bell and Zia and in-
(6)

dependently by Brodine In the process of evaluating the sensitivity of this

experiment to these final-state interactions a taste of several of the difficul-

ties attendant on this effect was noted.  As an example of these difficulties a

calculation was made of the effects of the differential AtN scattering on the

Dalitz population.  This calculation showed that there were significant numbers

of events which got shifted in a charge asymmetric way thereby producing a vari-

ation of the asymmetry across the Dalitz plot which was comparable to the size

of these final-state interaction effects.  As a result it would appear that fu-

ture high precision experiments aimed at studying this effect must place a high         

premium on reducing the detector mass still further.

In summary, the questions regarding the origin of CP violation in the Ko-20
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system are still open.  The present level of accuracy in experimental results

has served to eliminate very few of the proposed theoretical explanations of

this effect.  At present there are still several theories which are consistent

with the data and none of which seem to deserve any special consideration as

being more likely  than any other   (see  Ref.   33). The theories   that  have  been

eliminated from consideration are:  the theory which has the source of CP vio-

lation originating from AI = 5/2 transition which requires noo/n - #  2, and

less definitely, the weak-e.m. theory of CP violation which is put on uncom-

fortable ground due to the present status of the measurement of the neutron di-

pole moment. It is quite clear that the level of experimental sensitivity must

be improved by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude in order to test the remaining theo-

ries to the level where the situation can be more explicitly delineated.

C.
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APPENDIX 1

CALCULATION OF EFFECTS OF MATERIAL ON THE MEASUREMENT

OF THE K CHARGE ASYMMETRY
e3

As has been pointed out previously the presence of mass in. the detector

and decay volume can induce a charge asymmetry from a number of effects.  Among
'

the most predominant are positron annihilation, differences in the w+ and A-

absorption and scattering, production of background through the interactions of

Kt' s and neutrons in the decay volume, and the production of knock-on electrons

by one of the decay products from other K  decay modes which are subsequently
V

detected in the Cerenkov counter.

Each of these effects is removed by the extrapolation to zero mass in

the detector and decay volume.  It is of interest, however, to attempt to esti-

mate the magnitudes of these various effects and compare the results of these

cal c.111 ations  with the measured value.

A. e e- Annihilation

The cross section for positrons of energy E annihilating on electrons at

rest in material  can be expressed  as   Ce.g.,   see  Ref.   34)

(3/8 aTH\C              1                                    /7-1
'e+e- -( 72 -1) t(Y +4+Y) ln(y +4 7 2-1) -4     CY + 3)  (Al.1)

which in the limit of y >> 1 becomes

/ ln(27)  )Ge+e- =  3/8  aTH <    y j
(Al.2)

where (TH is the Thompson cross section (665 mbarns), and y = E/me.  In order to

.
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evaluate the change  in the .measured asymmetry due  to this annihilation process

this cross section must be averaged over the observed
Ke3

secondary electron

momentum spectrum as well as averaging over the atomic charge (Z) of the various

spectrometer constituents.  The average over the momentum spectrum yields an

effective cross section of

ae+e- = (1.41 + .007) mbarns/electron  .
- -

Further averaging over the spectrometer constituents (Z = 8 and A = 16) one ar-
rives at the probability of a positron annihilating in the spectrometer at the

minimum mass of .637 g/cm2 of,

--

Za
e+e-$ 1 - = NA (.637 g/cm2)e-re
A

(Al.3)

= (3. f .015)*10-4

This differential absorption shifts the measured charge asymmetry by

Nt- N- N (1 - 0) - N-
6-
Observed -       _  =N +N Nt + N-

$

= 6+- true - 2

Based on these estimates the correction to the charge asymmetry is

86 = (+.15 f .0007)*10-3   per .637 g/cm2

+-B. Differential A A Interactions

In calculating these differential effects there are two basic types Of

interactions involved.  For isotopically impure material there is the difference          '

in the total A+A- cross sections to be averaged.  For the case of isotopically

pure nuclei an effect results from the combined nuclear and Coulomb interactions.
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A completely satisfactory treatment of this latter effect has never been achieved.
(35)

To make an estimate of these effects a simplified approach was adopted

First, since with charge independence   the  Tr+p (n) interaction is identical

to A-n(p) interaction. it becomes quite clear why one strives for an isotopically

2
pure detector.  In this detector there were 18 mg/cm  of excess protons (hydro-

gen) and 6 mg/cm2 of excess neutrons (from fluorine, chlorine, and argon).  Since

these neutrons are partially shielded by other nucleons in the nucleus, the ef-

fective amount of neutrons is diminished by about 1/3 resulting in a net proton
06)

2excess of 14 mg/cm .  Averaging Ap cross sections over the pion spectrum for

these decays results in an average difference in A A- cross sections per proton

of
0      - (7 + .04) mbarns/proton .

TrI--7T-

Using this difference in cross sections and equation (Al.3) one gets a probability

of differential absorption of

0 +A- = (.59 2 .0030)*10-4

which yields a correction to the charge asymmetry of

86 = (+.3 i .0015)*10-4   per 14 mg/cm2 of hydrogen.

Next the differential absorption and scattering in the remaining isoto-

pically pure material due to the differential Coulomb interaction between the

nucleus and the A+A- mesons must be considered.  From classical considerations

one can calculate the change in impact parameter for a given nucleus, charge Z,

by   a pion, momentum  p and Compton wavelength k Tr 1

Z.a k

AR = 8(Pc/mAc2)
. (Al.4)

If one characterizes the absorption cross section for these nuclei as

2
0 =K A R (Al.5)a

where  K  is  0  0.7   for the nuclei  of interest, this Coulomb effect results
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amplitudes will be discussed.  The real part of the Coulomb amplitude for an

4

in a change in the cross section of

Aa = 2K 7T RAR
a

Evaluating this leads to a change in the measured charge asymmetry of

R Za k
66 = -IC 27T Tr.  NA  per 1 g/cm2 , (Al.6)

B(pc/mlrc2)

for material with an average Z = 8, R = 3.9f, p  = 840 MeV/c gives a

&6 - (.9 + .004)*10-4   per .637 g/cm2

Lastly the effects of the interference between the nuclear and Coulomb

extended nucleus is (e.g., see Ref. 37)

-2Z a ir Tr -2Z a X A   -02/482
Re(fc(0))

= 0= e (Al.7)0
(p/m )02 (p/m )02

-82/402
where g is the nuclear form factor which can be represented by e .  The

imaginary part of the Coulomb amplitude is not included since it does not change

Sign with the sign of the incident particle.                                              '

The nuclear amplitude is parameterized as

fN(e) = fRe(0) + ifIm(e)
(Al.8)

= (0,(0) + i) fIm(0)
with  a (0 )being the ratio  of  real to imaginary parts  of this amplitude  for ·a given

angle 8.  It is assumed that a(0) = a(0).  The value of a(0) is known for pion

nucleon scattering from the application of dispersion relations.  These factors

for nuclei are obtained by using an optical model calculation which yields

f (0) -a NE a (0) aTN£Re --k e T sin
2

a CO) = =  a CO) (Al.9)N          f CO) -aTN£ a(0)aTNEIm  - (1-e -) cos22
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with Z the path length 'through the nucleus in the cylindrical approximation,

and GT is the total cross section for EN scattering.

The angular distribution for the elastic nuclear scattering can be closely

approximated by

dc -02/282
E .   1 fNCe)12 =e If N (o) P (Al.10)

where   00   0   1.4   klr/RN.   The   real   part   of the amplitude is, therefore,

(p/m )aT   -82/40 
Re(fN(0)) = aN(0)         e

* 7T 4'Ir

The interference between the Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes results in the follow-

ing change in cross section,

AcE    = +f 2Re(fN(0) * fc(0)) dn . (Al.11)
7Tt

To fold in the effects of the detector's efficiency changing as a function of

angle, this integral is weighted by a factor:(1-e82/20A) where BA characterizes

the efficiency of the detector for such scatterings.  Using the results from (Al.7),

letting the nuclear amplitude Re(fN(0)) = Re(fN(0))g where g is the form factor

of the nucleus we evaluate Eq. (Al.11) to get

Zat,T              1
AG =

B p/mlr Re{ fN(O) } -2  fg2 dn (Al.12)

for BA << 8·  This integral over the form factor can be related to the diffrac-

tive cross section of the nucleus aD and the a 's to give an effective difference

in A+ and 1- absorption of

Z  a  81.*#aD  /         N         +' ,"   alr-  )N
ba - l , Tr+

eff  = (p/mA) 4   ei     aT   ,   CaN  )2+  1        (aN-) 2  +  1 . (Al.13)

Inserting typical values into Eq. (Al.13);  Z = 8, p/mA % 10, aD/aT = 0.25,

eA 0 .1 rad, a,T+= -.32, a - = -0.09 (for cross section values and aN(0)'s see
NN

Ref. 37) results in an effective difference in cross section of



ba = (2.9 + .3) mbarns.eff

This change in cross section produces a change in 6 due to the differential loss

of pions due to the mass of the detector, viz.,

86 = (.33 + .03)*10-4

C.   K 
and Neutron Interactions

The interactions of K  with the decay region material can produde a back-

ground that is highly charge asymmetric (viz., A' + pev).  The production cross
(38)

sections for A"s in this momentum region is roughly

5*10-4 Ao/K    per gram of material.

This production rate coupled with a branching ratio of 10-3 for the Ao+ pev.de-

cay mode results in an insignificant contamination of 6,

86 <  2.5*10-8

from this process.

The effect of neutron interactions in the creation of a highly asymmetric

background must also be considered.  One possible scenario for such a background

is nN + A'PN where the AI decays to a Dalitz pair.  A typical cross section for

this  reaction  is '\,  20 U barns.    For this interaction to contaminate  the  good  data,

only the e-p pair are seen by the spectrometer.  This results in an estimate of

the contamination per gram of material distributed uniformly throughout the de-

cay region of % 4*10-4 nN  + e+e-ypN reactions/K 3 trigger. Allowing  for  4   .10

g/cm2 of the spectrometer upstream of the Oerenkov to contribute to this effect,

a net change in the asymmetry of

86 1 (2. + 1.)*10-5

results.
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As a further check on the level of contamination of the data due to beam

interactions in the decay volume, several million events were recorded while hav-

ing a 1 g/cm2 piece of carbon in the decay region (Z = -120 inches).  This car-

bon   increased the material available for these interactions   by   a factor   of   4  20.

However,   due   to the inbendin&/outbending difference   the data downstream  of   the

piece of material must be suitably corrected before a comparison can be made.

After this correction is performed the asymmetry of the data downstream of this

material is

6           = (2.96 f 1.31)*10-3 .downstream

Makin  an extrapolation for these two points, a change in the asymmetry of

86 - (-.05  f .40)*10-3

results.  This change in asymmetry has a different sign, however, when consider- -

ing the error in this result ·it is consistent with the magnitude of the effect

predicted by the previous calculation.

D. Delta Ray Production

As an auxiliary test of problems which might arise from delta rays being
V

produced in the Cerenkov mirrors and being reflected back into the Cerenkov light

collecting buckets, a large sample of 6-rays were generated from a Ke3 Monte Carlo

V

distribution of intersections of pion trajectories with the Cerenkov mirrors.

Electrons were generated at these  impact points with energies consistent with

a 1/E2 probability distribution and with a 17 MeV threshold for detection by the

V
Cerenkov counter. The. linear energy dependence factor  in this production  spec-

(39)
trum has been neglected and the spectrum was truncated at energy E ax where

m  c2 82
e                Tr

E    =
max 1-82

7r
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The effect of this approximation was to allow a slightly larger number of higher

energy 6-rays to appear in the spectrum which does not affect the results dras-

tically.  For each mirror'impact position, 10 6-rays each were generated on A and

B polarity, and then each was stepped through the magnetic field integrating in
V

1/2-inch steps until they exit at the upstream side of the Cerenkov counter.

The information which was recorded for each event thus generated was;

the polarity of the magnetic field for the 6-ray, the topology of the Monte Carlo

event being used, the region in the counter where the 6-ray was reflected back into

and whether the element struck during this reflection was consistent with the

track location in the counter.

Approximately  20OK such events were generated  with the following results:

(1)  30% of the 6-rays end up in the wrong  erenkov cell (i.e., would be
V

considered Cerenkov inconsistencies).

(2)  69% of the 6-rays miss the light collector buckets all together (re-

flecting back out the front windaw and sides of the counter).

(3)  1% end up in the right herenkov celr and Would be confused with a

genuine Ke3 trigger.

(4)  the charge asymmetry for these events was (-250. & 10.)*10-3.

This fairly low acceptance of these events coupled with the production

cross section for delta rays in the mirror material results in a maximum contami-

nation of the data by these events of the order of 10-4.  This type of fake sig-

nal results in a correction to the measured asymmetry of

86.  S    (+2.5   +   .1)*10-5

In addition to this calculation for delta ray effects, auxiliary data were

taken to explicitly study this model.  To make this measurement the mirror materi-

al was increased a factor of 4 by placing extra sheets of Plexiglas behind the
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As a further check on the level of contamination of the data due to beam

interactions in the decay volume, several million events were recorded while hav-

ing a 1 g/cm2 piece of carbon in the decay region (Z = -120: inches).  This car-

bon  increased the material available for these interactions  by a factor  of   %  20.

However,   due   to the inbendin4/outbending difference   the data downstream  of   the

piece of material must be suitably corrected before a comparison can be made.

After this correction is performed the asymmetry of the data downstream of this

material is

6           = (2.96 + 1.31)*10-3 .downstream

Makin  an extrapolation for these two points, a change in the asymmetry of

86 - (-.05  + .40).*10-3

results.  This change in asymmetry has a different sign, however, when consider- -

ing the error in this result it is consistent with the magnitude of the effect

predicted by the previous calculation.

D. Delta Ray Production

As an auxiliary test of problems which might arise from delta rays being
V V

produced in the Cerenkov mirrors and being reflected back into the Cerenkov light

collecting buckets, a large sample of 6-rays were generated from a Ke3 Monte Carlo
V

distribution of intersections of pion trajectories with the Cerenkov mirrors.

Electrons were generated at these  impact points with energies consistent with

a 1/E2 probability distribution and with a 17 MeV threshold for detection by the

"

Cerenkov counter.  The linear energy dependence factor in this production spec-
(39)

trum has been neglected and the spectrum was truncated at energy E ax where

2  2
me c  BA·                                            E         =max                ·
1 - B2

Tr
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The effect of this approximation.was to allow a slightly larger number of higher

energy 6-rays to appear in the spectrum which does not affect the results dras-

tically.   For each mirror impact position, 10 6-rays each were generated on A and

B polarity, and then each was stepped through the magnetic field integrating in

1/2-inch steps until they exit at the upstream side of the Cerenkov counter.

The information which was recorded for each event thus generated was;

the polarity of the magnetic field for the 6-ray, the topology of the Monte Carlo

event being used, the region in the counter where the 6-ray was reflected back into

and whether the element struck during this reflection was consistent with the

track location in the counter.

Approximately 20OK such events were generated with the following results:

(1)  30% of the 6-rays end up in the wrong  erenkov cell (i.e., would be
V

considered Cerenkov inconsistencies).

(2)  69% of the 6-rays miss the light collector buckets all together (re-

flecting back out the front window and sides of the counter).

(3)  1% end up in the right 5erenkov cell and would be cnnfused with a

genuine Ke3 trigger.

(4)  the charge asymmetry for these events was (-250. 2 10.)*10-3.

This fairly low acceptance of these events coupled with the production

cross section for delta rays in the mirror material results in a maximum contami-

nation of the data by these events of the order of 10-4.  This type of fake sig-

nal results in a correction to the measured asymmetry of

86.  5   (+2.5   +   .1)*10-5

In addition to this calculation for delta ray effects, auxiliary data were

taken to explicitly study this model.  To make this measurement the mirror materi-

al was increased a factor of 4 by placing extra sheets of Plexiglas behind the
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V

Cerenkov counter.  In order to evaluate the measured change in asymmetry due to

these knock-on electron events, a subtraction.must.be made since in increasing

the effective mass of the mirror material by 9, an overall increase  in mass  of

the spectrometer by a factor of .3 also resulted.  After doing this the measured

effect was

66 = (+.16 +  .50)*10-3

which is in reasonable agreement with the previous calculation.

  In summary, the following mass correction is predicted for the asymmetry

per .637 g/cm2 of material in the spectrometer.

Positron Annihilation .15 + .001 * 10-3

Differential Tr+Tr-

(1) I#O .03 + .00015

(2) I=0 .09 f .0004

(3) Coulomb Interference .033 f .003

K ,   n Interactions .02 + .01

Delta Ray Production .025 + .001

total +.348 2 .0104 * 10-3

The errors quoted above are to illustrate only the error in the size of the ef-

fects that have been considered and do not reflect the uncertainty in these cal-

culations which results from the approximations that were used.
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in intersections that must be considered.

APPENDIX 2

CENTER LINE INTERCEPT WINDOW CALCULATION

The process of track finding required that attention be given to the

effects of the granularity of the detector in track reconstruction.  Since

there was only horizontal position information available in the spectrometer,

one could treat this problem in the (X, Z) plane of the spectrometer.  The

analysis program when searching for possible tracks in the primary data con-

structed the intercept at the magnet center line (Z=0) from a pair of points

in the chambers (Xi, Zi), (Xj, Z ) as follows,

x(z=O) =Xi +  Xi - Xj   * z (A2.1)

Z-Z
i.

i    j

Since the points (Xi) are taken to be at the center of the given spectrometer

element there exist  then a number of allowable intersections for a given pair

of elements in the front or back of the spectrometer, and it is this spread

(Xi  -  6Xi)  -   (Xj  +  SX,)
XMax - (Xi - 6Xi)

+
J    * Zi

Z  -Z
i     j

(Xi  +  6Xi)  -   (Xj   -  6Xj)
XMin = (Xi + 6Xi)

+ *Z
i

Zi - Zj

Z

ACij) E 'XMax- XMin| = -26Xi + (  -26Xi  - 26X ) (A2.2)
i

Zi- Zj

Z

=   2 (6X  + i         (6Xi  +  6Xj ) )        .
Zi- Zj
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Evaluating Eq. (A2.2) for the three possible front chamber configurations

yields:

87.12

Axa,2) = C. 75" +  15.19   (1.625)) = 10.06"
'

71.93

Axa,3) = C.875" + 15.13   (1.875)) = 9.73" (A2.3)

87.12

Ax(.1,3) = (.75" +  30.32   (1.75))  = 5.84"
and for the back chambers one has similarly:

73.56

AX(4,5) = (1.185" +  32.45   (1.185))= 3.87".
Thus three different values for the allowable center, line intersection matching

for the three chamber configurations were used i.e.,

AX(1,2) = +6.97" points in chambers 1 and 2

Ax(2,3) = +6.80" points in chambers 2 and 3

8 (1,3) = t4.85"  points in chambers 1 and 3.
X

For tracks with points in all front chambers, the window for Ax(1,3) was used,

since the error depends upon the lever arm being used in the track finding as

is shown in Eq. (A2.2).
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APPENDIX 3

CALCULATION OF EFFECTS OF APPARATUS BIASES

ON MEASURED CHARGE ASYMMETRY

One of the first problems encountered when setting out to perform a mea-

surement this sensitive is the effect of apparatus bias.  Measuring the asym-

metry without considering this source of difficulty could lead to large syste-

matic corrections in the final result.  The following conventions will be used

N   E (1 + 6) N/2 the number of e+Ke3 decays for N Ke3 decays

N _ E (1 - 6) N/2 the number of e-K   decays for N K   decayse3 e3
E    = detection efficiency for polarity i (A or B) for j aijk

given side of the spectrometer (Left or Right) for k

electron charge (+/-) .

From this it is clear that if the apparatus had unity detection efficiency for

all configurations (i.e., reijk = 1), then for a given number of N Ke3 decays

detected

N+ -  r    <(1  +  8)  -  (1  -  6)\   N60bserved =  + -
- 6)/M·

1    2    =     6  .  (A3.1)
N +N ((1+6) + (1

2
It is of interest to see what results when measuring the charge asymmetry with

a realistic detector under several different sets of operating conditions.

First, suppose one has made the measurement without reversing the magne-

tic field in the spectrometer.  The following would result (assuming the polarity

used was A) for

Nf (detected) = EE (1*6)2 ;N

j Ajt
then

N  -N-   E{(E.  -6   ) + 6(€   t e   )}6       =        =j  Aj+ Aj- Aj+        Aj
-

(A3.2)Observed

+   -   E{(EA++ E   ) + 6(E )}N +N Aj- Aj+-  Aj-j      1
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By defining the apparatus asymmetry for a given polarity 01 as:

E E -.E E
01 E k  ilk   k  i2k

E e +E s
k ilk k  i2k

the apparatus asymmetry for the two event topologies becomes

$A         E   EAl- - EA2+
Inbending

+Al- + EA2+

A         E   EA1+ - EA2-0
Outbending

EA1+ +  A2-

Substituting these quantities into Eq. (A3.2) results in

(RA   *A   -RA  aA ) +  6
6         =    Out Out In  In
Observed 1   +  (RA   *A  + RA  *A) 6

Out Out In In

b  (R*  a A-R A  *A)  + 6 (A3.3)= Out Out In  In
A

where R is the relative efficiency for detection of each of these topologies.In
Out

It appears from this expression that if one could arrange his detector to have

equal detection efficiency for these two topologies this effect should cancel.

For the geometry of this experiment the ratio of inbending to outbending events

was 3:1, and typical apparatus asymmetries of the order of 1% were realized.

These effects could have resulted in a change in,the measured asymmetry of 86 4

7*10-3 had the magnetic field reversals not been made periodically during the

experiment.  The reversal of magnetic field in the spectrometer artificially

creates the situation described above of equal acceptance for in- and outbending

topologies.  In reversing the magnetic field the events which were outbending

consequently become inbending and vice versa.  Thus by taking equal amounts of
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data on A and B polarity the effects of the apparatus bias is removed, viz.,

6        = (RA  *A  -R B  *B ) (RB  DB _ .R A *A ) +6Observed Out  Out    Out Out In  In    In  Inf

= 6.

The act of reversing the magnetic field may however result in small

V

changes in detection efficiency of the Cerenkov counter or the back hodoscope

which disturbs' this assumed symmetry   in the system   in the above calculation.

If however, one pursues this problem allowing for these changes in efficiency

with polarity the following measurement of the charge asymmetry results.  De-

fining the ratio of data taken on A and B polarities as p= a/B where a+B=1

and where slight changes in the efficiency as a function of polarity are para-

meterized as EBL+ = EAL-(1-6') and E    =E   (1-6') the following measurementBL- AL+
RR RRof the charge asymmetry results

-  1· ( tit ) +F  )   CRA      'A      -  RA    ,A  )  + 6. (A3.4)Observed Out Out In In
.

If there were a localized change in efficiency (e.g., in a particular Cerenkov

el ement)   this   6' /2 would directly  add  to the measured asymmetry. Evaluating

(A3.4) to calculate these effects on the final data sample one obtains the fol-

lowing:

(1)  From the data (1-p)/(1+p) = 1*10-3

(2)  aA 4 16*10-3. MA          -3= -1.5*10
In = '  Out

V

(3)  An estimate of the change in efficiency of the Cerenkov counter

results in a 6'  a 2*10-5

(.4) The ratio of inbending events ·to outbending events   is   3:1.

Then for the x1 mass data

6observed -6= (-.012 f .0004)*10-3.

The above arguments are also valid for changes in the detection efficiency for
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pions in the spectrometer.  This becomes more evident by transforming the effi-

ciencies defined at the outset to the detection of the pions instead of its ac-

companying electron, and ·by mcidifying Eijk. This change in eijk corresponds to

an interchange of the states of the indices j and k Ci.e., j,(Right, Left); k,

(T-/A+)).  Having done this, the above relationships can be calculated for changes

in the pion detection efficiency.
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TABLE I

Summary of Previous Charge Asymmetry Results

Ke3 Asymmetry

H. Saal (Ref. 7) 1969

fully corrected 6 = (2.24.+ 0.36) * 10
-3

lowest mass configuration =  .733 g/am
2

measured asymmetry
= (1.38 i 0.223) * 10

-3

mass correction = (0.86) * 10

J. Marx (Ref. 8) 1970

fully corrected 6 = (3.46 + 0.33) * 10-3

lowest mass configuration =  .875 g/cm2
measured asymmetry

- (1.86 + 0.181 * 10-3mass correction = (1.55) * 10

V. Ashford (Ref. 9) 1971

fully corrected 6 = (3.6 f 1.8) * 10
-3

This Experiment 1971

fully corrected 6 = (2.66 f .34) * 10
-3

lowest mass configuration =  .637 g/cm2
measured asymmetry - (1.99 + .291 * 10-3
mass correction - (.54) * 10-3

K'13   Asymmetry

D. Dorfan (Ref. 10) 1967

fully corrected 6 = (4.05 + 1.35) * 10-3

R. McCarthy (Ref. 11) 1971

fully corrected 6 = (2.1 f 1.0) * 10-3
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TABLE II

Neutral K Decay Rates

Decay Mode K Ratet
IL

Ratet
(TLFr SF)#/SM*S

+-
A Tr 7960 + 70 .0303 f .001 2.88 f .02

7T 07T
0 3640 f 60 .0182 f .0037 1.55 f .17

27T (I=2) 1.14

+ -0
Tr 'IT Tr 300 2.44 t .06 .51 f .005

0 0 0 4.14 i .13

 UU
Kl

5.20 + .12 S·96 f .02
Same as

Trev                                            KL                                  7.52  f .14 Sl.39 f .03e

total <7.43 1 .20
-

Thereby implying:

 <LIS>I S (7.43 f .20) * 10
-3

6   -1
t Decay rates are given in units of 10 sec

-3* This ratio of rates is evaluated and the result is given in units of 10
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TABLE III

Collimator Datat

#1               #2            #3

Length 46.5 42.0 48.0

Distance from target at entrance 145.5 375.0 732.0

Entrance horizontal aperture 0.942 2.039 3.745

Exit horizontal aperture 1.187 2.144 3.862

Entrance vertical aperture 1.798 4.639 9.045

Exit vertical aperture 2.375 5.152 9.642

t All dimensions are in inches.
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TABLE IV

Proportional Chamber Datat

1 2 3 4 5

Active Height (centered on beam)       16      16      16      25      30.5

Active width (per side)                12      14      16      36      36

Beam hole                              0       1       2 5.725 10.5

Number of channels (per side)          16      16      16      32      32

Channel width .75 .875 1.0 1.125 1.125

Longitudinal position along Z axis
(as measured from magnet center) -87.12 -71.93 -56.80 41.11 73.56

Wire size

Signal plane .0008a  .0025b .0008 .0025 .0025

High voltage plane .0025 .0025 .0025 .0025 .005C

Wire separation 0.125

Plane spacing 0.25

t All dimensions are in inches

a .0008" gold plated tungsten wire
b  . 0025" silver plated copper berylium  wire
c  . 005"  aluminum  wire
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TABLE V

V t
Cerenkov Counter Data

Material Height Width . Thickness
or Dia.

Entrance window Mylar        18         34       0.0025

Exit window Mylar        18 57.7 0.0025

Rectangular focussing
mirrors plexiglass        16         13        0.031

Flat trapezoidal mirrors

(light collecting buckets) glass        25 11.25 0.125
4.25

Outer magnetic shield Armco iron        30 11.5 '0.125

Inner magnetic shield "Netic "                             24 9.5 0.031

Radiator length                           30

Phototubes (4) RCA 4522

t All dimensions are in inches
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TABLE VI

Scintillation.Counter Datat

*'E F M B
1-4 1-8 NMX-Z

Height                                     15        16        1.5.       30        1

Width                                    24       6.5         36       9         1

Thickness .062 .125 .375 .125 .125

Longitudinal position -204.81 -25.0 15.0 79.45 -300
(as measured from magnet center)

Beam hole 55.0 11.0

Center above beam height &9.25

Phototube(RCA) 8575(2) 7746 7746 7746 7746

t All dimensions are in inches
* This array of counters was located in the beam and was used as a neutron

monitor during the experiment.
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TABLE VII

MASS DISTRIBUTION 

(xl Mass Configuration)

He
A-£02 Air    CO Mylar Aclar Lucite Pilot-B

2

Chemical
Composition 2A-3C02   'UN 0

C5A402   C2C1F3   C502H8   C9H104

Decay
Volume .0118 .0025 .004
He Bag

Chamber 1 .0058 .0215

He Bag .0061 .001 .007

Chamber 2 .0058 .0215

He Bag .0061 .001 .007

Chamber 3 .0058 .0215

Air Gap .0025

V

Cerenkov
Counter .150 .018 .117

He Bag .030 .007

Chamber 4 .0047 .0215

He Bag .014 .007

Chamber 5 .0047 .0215

Air Gap .0165

Back .0825
Hodoscope +.011 a             ·

Totals .068 .027 .024 .150 .050 .108 .117 .093

2                                                   -Grand Total .637 g/cm

t All quantities expressed in units of g/cm2.
a Counter wrappings.
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TABLE VIII

BREAKDOWN OF DATA ANALYSIS

Events on Primary Tape Processed 96.0*106

Events Reconstructed and Consistent 85.3*106
with K Signaturee3

Categories of· Events (Reconstructed)

A.  Beam Anti Tagged 3.7%

B.  Magnet Anti Tagged 11.5%

V

C.  Cerenkov Inconsistency 0.9%

D.  Hodoscope Inconsistency 0.3%

E.  Similar Bending 1.2%

F.  Greater Than One Track on a Side 22.0%

Data Surviving Cuts A-E 71.0*106

Further Data Lost by Initial Cuts

A.  One or Both Particle Has Momentum > 2320 MeV/c 19.0%

B.  Electron Momentum Pe < 200 MeV/c; Pion Momentum 9.7%
p  < 500 MeV/c

'IT

C.  Center-line Crossing of One or Both Tracks < t6 inches 6.9%

D.  Horizontal Vertex (X) > £3 inches 0.6%

E.  Longitudinal Vertex (Z) < -185 inches 6.2%

Total Data Surviving Cuts 41.0*106
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TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF DATA PASSING FINAL CUTS

Spectrometer Electron       N            N:          4           N  Apparatus Charge  -7AMass Charge Asymmetry (10-3) Asymmetry (10 -')

X 1 MASS 2      N+        781 245a 2 239 846 2 308 408a 783 344 IN = 16.12 f .23 IN = 2.02 f .33
b                            b

b                            b
(0.637 g/cm )     N-      2 303 833 780 638a 777 958 2 226 0798 OUT   = -1.53 + .56  OUT   = 1.92-+ .56

TOTAL = 11.6 f .28 TOTAL = 1.99 t .28

X   4   MASS    2                     N+                            203 639 589 652 596 488 203 973 IN =.  12.42   f .64 IN = 0.34 + .64
(2.490 g/cm )     N         603 974 207 404 199 866 581 341 OUT   = -9.66 fl.10 OUT   = 0.41 +1.10

TOTAL = 6.77 f .56 TOTAL = 0.36 + .56

+
X 8 MASS 9      N         188 659 543 444 556 636 186 927 IN = 17.96 + .67 IN =-1.08 f .67

(4.780 g/cm )     N-        564 420 190 373 187 415 538 051 OUT   = -1.63 +1.15 OUT   =-2.96 +1.15
TOTAL = 12.96 + .58  TOTAL =-1.55 f .58

Summary of Extrapolated Data

Inbending    (2.55+.39)*10_ 
Outbending (2.67+.67)*10  
Total (2.53+.34)*10-1

  Inbending Data
Outbending Data
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